
DAY ONE 

Arrival at Dubai International Airport

Transfer and check-in at the hotel.

Afternoon at leisure.

Evening - Dhow cruise dinner. An
unforgettable evening in a traditional
Dhow docked at the creek of Dubai
where you will enjoy an exclusive 5-star
dinner. The cruise tours along the creek
in a traditional wooden vessel.



DAY TWO

Morning

Dubai City Tour, Bastakia District, Abra ride and Dubai Museum,
Spice and Gold Souk.

Lunch at the Bastakia Nights Restaurant and enjoy a traditional
Arabic meal inside or on the rooftop.

Afternoon

Visit to Burj Khalifa at the Top Experience. Burj Khalifa's
observation deck is located on level 124 and is the world's
tallest tower.

After enjoy shopping at Dubai Mall, the largest shopping mall in
the world and then watch the dancing fountain show in sync with
classical, Arabic and world music. Set on the 30-acre Burj Khalifa
Lake.

Evening

Dinner at the Armani Deli Restaurant.



DAY THREE

Morning

Interaction with the Dolphins - Dolphin Cay offers an intimate and
one-of-a-kind Atlantis resort experience. It is a place where
swimming with dolphins and interacting with sea lions has been
redefine.

Or time at leisure to relax on the beach or at hotel pool.

Lunch at Kaleidoscope Restaurant, Atlantis The Palm.

Afternoon

Ferrari World Theme park in Abu Dhabi. The world's first Ferrari
theme park with over 20 rides and attractions will ensure there is
enough fast paced action and excitement to satisfy everyone, with its
fastest ride in the world.

Evening

Dinner at the Cipriani Restaurant, Yas Island, Abu Dhabi. The menu 
features signature dishes from Harry’s Bar in Venice and classic 
Italian favourites.



DAY FOUR

Morning - Catamaran sail along the Dubai coastline and around the 
Palm Jumeirah or an alternative is a sea plane flight over Dubai. 

Lunch on board a Catamaran enjoying a BBQ lunch while sailing.

With the Sea Plane Option, lunch can be at the Lake View Restaurant
or Dubai Golf Creek & Yacht Club. Offer

Afternoon - Desert Jeep safari, dune bashing, quad biking, sand skiing 
and camel ride in the desert.

Falcon hunting is a Bedouin tradition as well as the most popular 
local sport.  Enjoy an interactive falcon training show.

Evening - Drinks at the desert sunset bar and dinner at the Exclusive 
Desert Village camp. The 1001 Events camp is a replica of a 
traditional Bedouin village and is set in a valley surrounded by high 
sand dunes.

Day 5
Check out from the hotel and transfer to Dubai international Airport
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